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ABSTRACT

Facial Information Science is becoming a discipline in its own right, attracting not only computer scientists, but graphic animators and psychologists, all of whom require knowledge to understand how people make and interpret facial expressions. (Zeng, 2009). Computer advancements enhance the ability of researchers to study facial expression. Digitized computer-displayed faces can now be used in studies. Current advancements are facilitating not only the researcher’s ability to accurately display information, but recording the subject’s reaction automatically. With increasing interest in Artificial Intelligence and man-machine communications, what importance does the gender of the user play in the design of today’s multi-million dollar applications? Does research suggest that men and women respond to the “gender” of computer displayed images differently? Can this knowledge be used effectively to design applications specifically for use by men or women? This research is an attempt to understand these questions while studying whether automatic, or pre-attentive, processing plays a part in the identification of the facial expressions.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the research presented in this dissertation has three goals: first, an attempt to determine if gender is significant in reaction to facial affect; second, to address the question of whether a distractor plays a role in the processing of facial expression; and third, an attempt to understand the information systems implications involved in such a study. Early researchers suspected that the ability of an individual to express and interpret nonverbal messages was an important factor in his ability to communicate with others. However, early studies of nonverbal communication were unsuccessful because they employed static photographs of posed emotional expressions. In later studies, emotional responses were produced through the presentation of emotionally loaded stimuli.

In studies by Stanners, Byrd and Gabriel (1985), there was evidence to show that females identified pleasant female facial expressions more quickly than any other target/subject combination. Zajonc’s studies (1980) argue that a decision is based on an early affective (like-dislike) reaction to the image rather than a feature discrimination process. The researchers found that female pairs were more effective in the transmission and reception of nonverbal emotional cues than were the male pairs. It was uncertain whether this was due to a more overt and “readable” nonverbal signal from the female senders than from the male senders or to a heightened sensitivity to nonverbal cues by the female observers. Indeed, both factors could be involved. Both male and female pairs showed negative relationships between the physiological responding of the sender subject and the accuracy of communication.
FACIAL PROCESSING

Facial processing engages several separately localized cognitive mechanisms. According to Hillger and Koenig (1991), there is evidence that separate left- and right-hemisphere mechanisms are involved in face processing. Some of them appear to be general-purpose visual mechanisms that are more efficient in the left-hemisphere, whereas others appear to be specialized (though not necessarily face-specific) mechanisms that are more efficient in the right hemisphere. The left-hemisphere seemed able to detect differences in single facial features (parsing). These mechanisms are probably engaged simultaneously when a stimulus is presented; the mechanism that is most appropriate for the judgment wins - i.e. produces a response faster and more accurately (Hillger and Koenig, 1991).

Prior studies indicate that the female has a superior ability to recognize facial expressions of emotion (Buck, Miller, Caul, 1974; Buck, 1979; Hall, 1984). In examples conducted using photographs of male and female faces displaying anger, fear, sadness and disgust. These studies seem to further indicate that females are more accurate at revealing emotion than the male. The single exception being anger, which was more readily recognized when expressed by men than by women. It might also be expected that females are able to identify expressions more rapidly than males (Stanners, Byrd, and Gabriel, 1985). The implication of the Stanners, Byrd and Gabriel study is that females (relative to males) have some specialized capacity for processing female faces.

Davitz (1964) and Tagiuri (1969) hypothesized that the “gender effect” (a term they coined to explain the gender encoding/decoding capabilities of the male versus female) varied appreciably with the gender of the sender (or target, as referenced in this study). However, in Hall’s later study (1984), it was found that the gender effect did not vary with the gender of the sender (or target). Hall notes that females exceed males at all ages in their recognition of emotions and that women are also better senders (facial transmitters) of emotion than men.

GENDER AND PERSONALITY

Buck and Miller (1974) explored possible relationships between gender and personality variables, and the negative correlation between communication accuracy and physiological responding, as previously explained. The study demonstrated significant communication of emotion via facial expression using both the categorization and pleasantness measures of communication accuracy. The results indicated that the superior communication found among female pairs was due to the greater facial responsiveness of the female senders. Female senders demonstrated more accurate communication than male senders, but female observers were not found to be reliably more accurate than male observers. Females were also rated as being more facially expressive than males. Males had a tendency to be internalizers while females tended to be externalizers. This was related to cultural influences, since in our society males are generally discouraged more from overly expressing most emotions than are females.

The idea that women respond to emotional stimuli by an activation of emotion processing systems, and men respond with a reactive inhibition is suggested in the research by Burton and Levy (1989). Their data showed that reaction times to negative emotions are faster overall than to positive emotions. Another study suggests that women are more emotionally expressive than men (Strouse, 1974), and that response times to negative emotions take longer in the right visual field than in the left visual field, whereas response times to positive emotions are longer in the left visual field. The effect was found to be significant among females but not among males. They suggested that the intensity of induced emotion may be greater for females than males due to the elaborative responses in females and the reactive, inhibitory responses in men.

VISUAL FIELD INTERACTION

In a face-to-face task, comparisons of a centrally presented and a laterally presented emotional face were required. The Emotional Valence (positive or negative response) by Visual Field Interaction (left visual field or right visual field) testing found that reaction times in the left visual field were faster for negative emotions presented in
EMOTION

In a study by Fasel et al, evidence was found that male subjects, as compared to female subjects, were selectively less sensitive to sad emotion in female faces. Female subjects were more sensitive overall to emotional expression in male faces than in female faces. In their study men and women differed in performance depending on the gender of the facial stimuli (Fasel 2003).

Further, they found that women are generally more sensitive to happy than sad faces and are more sensitive to male than female faces, whereas men are equally sensitive to happy and sad faces in men but substantially less sensitive to sadness in women’s faces. Analysis of their results lead them to conclude that controlling for the gender of the facial image displayed moderated the male advantage. They suggested further study in the relationship of gender between the displayed image and the subject.

This research poses the question of whether the subjects’ gender effect is independent of the gender of the stimulus face. In other words, does the gender of the displayed image play a role in the response of the subject? Bourne (2005) discovered that male faces were overall better recognized than female faces, and particularly the negative male face. Male negative faces also required longer VRTS (visual response time - the time required from the initial display of the facial information to the identification of the facial expression as negative or positive). For the VRT data, the female positive stimulus face was identified more rapidly than other stimulus faces.

COMMUNICATION FUNCTION

To achieve a communication function, facial movements have to be rapidly processed and decoded. In their study Kirourac and Doré (1984) used slides prepared in Ekman (1988) to test the responses of 20 university students. They used six emotions (happiness, surprise, disgust, anger, sadness and fear) and required each of the subjects to press one of six keys corresponding to the emotion displayed on the screen. Their results showed that humans could accurately abstract emotional information from facial stimuli available for extremely short intervals. Included in their procedures were visual masks (visual masking is a technique used in detection experiments that theoretically interferes with the processing of an image or the reduction of the visibility of one stimulus, called the target, by a spatio-temporally overlapping or adjacent second stimulus, called the mask) which quickly followed the target face (Ambada, 2005). The data were compiled and descriptive statistics were generated to test the dependent (subject’s response time) versus independent (target affect, distractor affect, and gender of target) variables. Repeated-measures of analysis of variance suggested a statistical difference in judgment associated with the independent variables.

General results for female subjects, with variables, Distractor*Gender, yielded $F(1,23) = 4.704, p < .05$, and with variables Target*Gender, yielded $F(1,23) = 4.043, p < .06$. General results for male subjects, with variables, Target*Distractor*Gender, yielded $F(1,25) = 0.369, p < .06$, began to indicate a pattern wherein the distractor appeared to play a role in the test results. Both genders showed a quicker response time when processing a happy face of the
same gender. Male response times were faster, overall, than female response times.

Both male and female results showed the fastest times when the target face and the distractor face were both happy. It was not until analysis of the data was being done that the researcher discovered that no measures had been taken for the gender of the subject on an individualized basis. Thus, the reaction times recorded, while measured on an overall average for males and females as separate groups, had not been recorded for the gender of the subject. In addition, the researcher was not convinced that the population size of the study was large enough to adequately allow interpretation on a generalized basis.

The experiment, therefore, was amended to include the gender of each subject as well as the gender of the target and distractor faces as well as to increase the population size. To increase the population size, an additional 50 subjects were chosen who had not taken part in the previous experiment. By disallowing repeat testing, the researcher wanted to avoid an unwanted familiarity with the same facial images. In addition, a third area of study was also included, the percentage of correct responses, allowing a more in-depth understanding of the subjects’ recorded responses.

Results of the second experiment indicate that the distractor did, indeed, create a distraction for the subjects. General results for analysis of variance for percent correct with variables Subject Gender*Affect, yielded F(1,68)= 7.800, p < .01. General results of analysis of variance for median reaction time with variables, Affect yielded, F(1,68)= 13.10, p < .001 and with variables Target, yielded F(1,68)= 8.457, p < .005 and with variables Affect*Tg, yielded F(1,68) 3.3 805, p <.01. The initial design, therefore, should have been more likely to elicit an attentive search when responding to the target stimulus. Results further show that without the distractor, both male and female subjects processed happy male faces most quickly. Happy female faces were second in processing time. Without the distractor, the percentage correct for the affect of the target gender was higher for an angry male target than the other target affects.

Experiments Ia and Ib would seem to further studies conducted by Stanners, Byrd and Gabriel (1985), that there is strong evidence to show that females identify pleasant female facial expressions more quickly than any other target/subject combination. Experiment II, however, conducted without a distractor, presented an unexpected female preference for happy male faces. This result would point more toward Zajonc’s theory of an early affective (like-dislike) reaction to the image, rather than a feature discrimination process.

There remains a question arising from the results of Experiment II as compared to the results of Experiments Ia and Ib. When the target face is the only focal point, meaning that it is within its own context and there is no distractor, why is the male subject response time significantly faster and why does the female subject now choose the happy male face? Is it possible that without the distractor, the male is now focused on the target more intensely?

Further, is it possible that, without the distractor, the female is now seeking out the friendly, safe face of a male provider?

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In relating the results of this study to computer information systems, we will first examine cognitive psychology, or how we gain information, how much and how that information is transformed into knowledge and used to direct our attention and behavior. For the male subject, in all experiments, a happy male face was identified more quickly, regardless of distractor. More importantly, when the distractor was eliminated, the male response time dropped significantly. This would imply that a happy male computer image displayed to a male computer user would stimulate production and efficiency in tasks requiring artificial intelligence computer communications with a male subject user. Visual storage of information stemming from an ongoing “conversation” with a male human image on the screen would serve to keep the image on the screen longer, the added stimulus of auditory sensation would further enhance the storage of the information conveyed by the computer.
The perception of a familiar, comfortable face would allow the male user to become accustomed to “conversing” with a familiar face, forcing out the contextual cues and allowing concentration on the target, distinguished from competing normal variation. From the results of Experiments La and Lb, the same would hold true for the female subject faced with a happy female computer displayed image in those instances where there is background information being transmitted (distractors). However, the results of Experiment IL indicate that the male user will potentially respond more quickly than a female user, but that both will respond well to a happy male face displayed in a single display environment. The human factors specialist should bear these findings in mind when engineering and designing not only the user interface to be used by the computer system, but the ergonomics of the system as well.

CONCLUSIONS

Research for this paper suggests that judgment of the system will be based on the affect it produces in the user, be that male or female. In designing human-computer interactive systems, no longer is a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) sufficient. The designer should engineer a system that is designed ergonomically to use the graphical human face and expression most likely to cause an efficient, pleasant response in the user. Given the design specifications (single point of focus versus background distractor information) and the user community (male or female), the computer-displayed face would vary dependent solely on the purpose and user of the specific application.

Under the conditions of two computer displayed faces (i.e., target and distractor) presented simultaneously to both male and female subjects, it was found that a happy face was processed more efficiently. Under the same conditions, it was found that males processed happy male faces more quickly and females processed happy female faces more quickly. Each subject, when given a choice, identifies with their own particular gender, indicating a gender affect for computer displayed facial images. Under the conditions of a single computer displayed face presented to both male and female subjects, it was found that the male subjects’ average response time decreased significantly without the distractor. Given the same experimental circumstances, however, the female subjects’ response time remained approximately the same.

Results indicate that female subjects process facial images in parallel (preattentive processing) while male subjects process facial images serially (attentive processing). In the design of interactive visual displays, the human factors specialist needs to utilize a happy male face icon in a single display environment for the best overall reaction time, regardless of the gender of the user. Improved response times equate to increased interactivity and productivity for the end-user community.
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